One page per day boxed calendars offer a sense of humor, enlightenment, and joy every day of the year. Ideal for a desktop or countertop, each calendar is mounted on a sturdy stand for easy viewing. A page for each weekday and a combined Saturday-Sunday page for the weekend provide a unique look every day.

- Gorgeous images, fun graphics, puzzles, or humorous words
- Plenty of space for jotting down important dates and notes
2021 Daily Box Calendars

Box Size: 6.125 in x 5.125 in (15.6 cm x 13 cm) Landscape
Footprint: 6 in x 5 in (15.2 cm x 12.7 cm) Landscape
Pages: 320 pages attached to plastic desktop easel

One page per day except weekends.
One-color or full color printing. Smooth writing paper.

Product dimensions and specifications may vary.